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MankiwÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Macroeconomics has been the number one book for the intermediate macro

course since the publication of the first edition. It maintains that bestselling status by continually

bringing the leading edge of macroeconomics theory, research, and policy to the classroom,

explaining complex concepts with exceptional clarity. This new edition is no exception, with Greg

Mankiw adding emerging macro topics and frontline empirical research studies, while improving the

book's already exemplary focus on teaching students to apply the analytical tools of

macroeconomics to current events and policies. See what's in the LaunchPad
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N. Gregory Mankiw is a Professor of Economics at Harvard University, USA. He began his study of

economics at Princeton University, where he received an AB in 1980. After earning a PhD in

Economics from MIT, he began teaching at Harvard in 1985 and was promoted to full professor in

1987. Mankiw is a regular participant in academic and policy debates. His research ranges across

macroeconomics and includes work on price adjustment, consumer behaviour, financial markets,

monetary and fiscal policy, and economic growth. In addition to his duties at Harvard, he has been a

research associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research, a member of the Brookings

Panel on Economic Activity, and an adviser to the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and the

Congressional Budget Office. From 2003 to 2005 he was chairman of the President's Council of

Economic Advisers.



It's a good book, well written and easy enough to follow. Bought in conjunction with a college

intermediate macro class for econ majors. It's certainly not a light read but offers good explanations

to macro theory using classic models. Not very heavy on math but the occasional use of basic

calculous is expected. The examples are also relevant and up-to-date which is a pleasant surprise.

I always try to purchase digitally because I hate having to carry textbooks around. Normally, I don't

have any issues and am able to navigate the book along with my coursework. However, this book

did not transfer well digitally. There were pages that showed up completely blank or it jumped to

completely different sections all of a sudden. To make things even worse, this digital copy was more

expensive than the physical copy. I was willing to pay that for the convenience of versatility and

reduced size, but not when it comes to compromising the material.I tried to ride it out for a bit longer

which put me outside of the Kindle eBook refund timeframe of seven days. However, after

contacting  customer service, they were more than happy to refund me.

Needed for macroeconomic analysis. Wouldn't suggest to anyone not using it for a class. But is very

helpful when it comes down to the examples. Good service too. Thanks!

good.

So many typos in this "textbook".

Great Quality! I saved hundreds on my books.

Great item!

good job
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